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Over the last three weeks you have been looking at God the Father and God the Son in the person of Jesus 

Christ. Now, to begin with today, we give our attention to God in the person of the Holy Ghost.  The words of the 

creed may not help us when they refer to the Holy Ghost.   Leonard Small  tells the story of the wee boy  who 

was in Church one Sunday  and didn’t leave  for Sunday School when the other children left  but stayed for the 

whole service. The congregation repeated the Apostles Creed and when it came to the part we are looking at, he 

nudged his father in great excitement,  as if something really interesting was happening,  and said  daddy is it a 

real Ghost? 

A Ghost is a poor picture which is why we tend nowadays to use the word Spirit.  But the answer to the question 

is the same . Yes we believe it is real and even although we may not be able to see it we can see the effect that 

is has on peoples’ lives - I am sure we all know people who will certainly testify to the reality of the Holy Spirit.

The best known  incarnation of the Holy Spirit is of course the events at Pentecost but the notion of the Spirit of 

God goes all the way back to the Creation story in Genesis. When God breathes into Adam He breathed life 

giving breath into his nostrils Genesis 2: 7 . The Hebrew word for breath ruach is the  same word as Spirit

And in Ezekiel, in that wonderful story about Ezekiel seeing a vision of a valley filled with the dry bones, it is the 

breath of God, that blows over the dry bones and brings them back to life. Ezekiel 37. 

The New Testament gives us a number of graphic pictures of the Spirit at work including wind and fire on the day 

of Pentecost. But other words and other names are used for the Holy Spirit in both the Old and New Testaments. 

There is a strong Jewish tradition of the Holy Spirit as wisdom or sophia, most often portrayed as a woman. 

Earlier in the Gospel of John, Jesus speaks of the Holy Spirit as both a counsellor of truth, and a comforter. In 

both the Old and New Testaments, the Holy Spirit enables people to prophesy and to perform miracles, such as 

the way those at Pentecost are able to speak in languages that they have not learned.

Wind and fire are powerful forces for change. So too the Holy Spirit is a force for change as he brings God’s 

power to work in our lives and in the world.  And just as wind and fire can be cooling and  comforting  or causing 

mayhem and destruction so too the Holy Spirit can comfort or disturb it can confirm or challenge, it can soothe or 

upset.

Throughout the New Testament we see different experiences of the Holy Spirit. At its basic level The Holy Spirit 

is God’s presence with us.

When Jesus was preparing his disciples for his departure, he comforts them with the assurance that he will not 

leave them alone or destitute. He will send them the Holy Spirit.  
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After Jesus death the disciples are overcome with grief and confusion. God breathes upon them the Holy Spirit 

and gives them peace—the peace that  passes understanding. The Holy Spirit’s presence in the lives of the 

disciples enabled them to deal with their grief, comforted them in their sorrows, and convinced them that they 

had not been deserted, but rather that they were in God’s hands.

Realising that we are in God’s hands and that God is in control of our lives and our world, when we face the 

trials and tribulations of life, is the work of the Holy Spirit in our lives. 

As I said we cannot see the Holy Spirit but rather see the effects. 

You will remember well the scene on that first Easter evening when the disciples are huddled in the upper room. 

Jesus appears to them, greets them, sends them out and gives them the Holy Spirit. 

No longer were the disciples confused. No longer were they timid. Now, they were confident, speaking publicly. 

Look at Peter – two months earlier he was so afraid that he denied Jesus three times. Now he was speaking to 

the crowd with confidence and understanding that he had never had before.

For not only is the Holy Spirit  God’s presence in our lives; the Spirit also empowers people to serve God  and to 

touch the lives of people  by using  the gifts and talents which God has given to us. 

Martin Luther said, “I believe that I cannot by my own reason or strength believe in Jesus Christ, my Lord, or 

come to Him; but the Holy Ghost has called me by the Gospel, enlightened me with his gifts, sanctified and kept 

me in the true faith, even as He calls, gathers, enlightens and sanctifies the whole Christian Church on earth and 

keeps it with Jesus Christ in the one true faith….”

As Luther maintains this is not just an individual call but by the power of the Holy Spirit we are gathered  into 

community which leads me on to the second part of our statement  I believe in the Holy Catholic Church.

If the words Holy Ghost cause difficulty then so too does the Word Catholic

I believe in the holy catholic church.  

First Baptism  in Elderlsie.  Welcome this child as part of the Holy Catholic Church  Elder at the door of the 

vestry immediately after the service  saying it isn’t the Catholic church it is the protestant church.

I hope attitudes  have changed and understanding  increased. But we are not alone in the West of Scotland. 

When they printed the Creed in one denominational hymnal, they put a little asterisk next to the word “catholic” 

in order to explain what it really means.  In our hymnal the word “catholic”  is printed with a  small “c” meaning 

universal and even in the  preamble that we use at ordination clarifies it as catholic or universal Church. 

When the church in Rome was thinking of a name for itself, it adopted the name “Catholic” because they wanted 

to make a statement saying that they were the one universal church. But we say, “I believe in the holy catholic 
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church” to make a much deeper and broader statement. “I believe in the holy catholic church” says that we 

believe that all Christians everywhere are really one, universal church.

On its most basic level, saying you believe this part of the creed means that you can’t automatically designate 

the members of some other church or denomination as irrelevant or second rate or whatever. In a sense we ARE 

affirming the Roman Catholic Church, and the Baptists and the Pentecostals and the Greek Orthodox Church 

and any other church founded on faith in Jesus Christ. We are saying that we are all connected...we are all one 

church...one holy, catholic church.

A mother looked out a window and saw Johnny playing church with their 3 kittens. He had them lined up and 

was preaching to them and the mother smiled and turned around to do some work. But, just a short while later 

she heard meowing and scratching on the door.

She rushed to the door and looked outside and saw all the cats were sopping wet and Johnny was in the 

process of dunking the last of the kittens under water.

“Johnny, what are you doing?” she cried.

“I’m baptizing the cats.” He replied

"Johnny, stop that! You’ll drown those kittens.”

Johnny looked at her and said: "They shoulda had thought about that before they joined my church." 

Whose church did Johnny think he was baptizing the kittens into? 

That’s right – HIS church.  That is not what we believe it is not my church but God’s Church.

Now, as even the most cursory glance will tell you, if we believe that, it’s sometimes hard to tell.  How many of 

us are as committed to making someone a Christian as we are to make them a member of the Church of 

Scotland let alone New Kilpatrick. I remember a minister preaching at an induction of a new minister into a 

charge, who challenged the congregation to rejoice that the Church up the street might be more flourishing then 

theirs. And that is within the same denomination.

We believe in the holy catholic church and within that we believe that one church has many manifestations. 

Unity as Christians is clearly what the Bible teaches.  In  the passage we read from John Jesus prays that all of 

his followers would be united, that both those alive then and those who would come later would be one...finding 

their unity not in doctrines but in a common love of Jesus. 

In the constitution of the Church of Scotland the very first sentence  states  The Church of Scotland is part of the 

Holy Catholic or Universal Church.

The Presbyterian Church in America puts it this way:

The congregation is the church engaged in the mission of God in its particular context. The triune God gives to 

the congregation all the gifts of the gospel necessary to being the Church. The congregation is the basic form of 

the church, but it is not of itself a sufficient form of the church. Thus congregations are bound together in 

communion with one another, united in covenant relationships of accountability and responsibility, contributing 

their strengths to the benefit of the whole, and are called, collectively, the church. 
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The opening sentence makes the important point that congregations are the church engaged in mission in a 

particular context, the context in which they find themselves. Congregations exist not for or unto themselves but 

to serve the mission of God in a local community.  It says “The congregation is the basic form of the church but 

is not of itself a sufficient form of the church.” 

This language makes clear that congregations are the basic way in which people encounter the church. On the 

other hand, this language also makes clear that the church is not simply a collection of congregations. 

Paul says the same thing in Ephesians and in other places when he talks about the Body of Christ. We are all 

one body...like it or not. The hand may not really understand why the gall bladder exists, and the mouth may be 

completely baffled at why the stomach keeps yelling about what the mouth keeps sending in. But they are all 

part of one body that has one common purpose. That is the image of the holy Catholic Church...a body...an 

organic unit.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, said Christian community is not “an ideal which we must realise; it is rather a reality created 

by God in Christ in which we may participate.”

That doesn’t mean we all have to be the same. Some people think if we can just get all like-minded people 

together or all nice people together, we won’t have any problems and things will go smoothly. The Bible says that 

when we do that we are deceiving ourselves. Our bodies will not function well if we progress so far in genetic 

engineering that we can turn the whole body into a giant hand. It might write really well, but it sure isn’t going to 

walk or eat or think about what it is writing. 

Surely one of the goals of any congregation is to have a Christian community with widely divergent views, 

perspectives, and backgrounds that can still come together in love, united by the love of God in Jesus. 

But this true Church, of which we are speaking, is not only catholic, or universal, it is most importantly holy. It is 

holy because it is made up of people made holy by the cleansing forgiveness of God and the regenerating 

power of the Holy Spirit. The Greek word for church is ekklesia, a word which literally means “the called-out-

ones.” The church is made up of those people who have been called by God to come out of the world in order to 

live for him. 

This is not just any organization we belong to. It is not like the Golf Club or the Rotary Club, or any of the other 

civic organizations where you can belong and do as you please, as long as you pay your dues and attend the 

meetings. There are moral demands here; there is an experience to receive; there is someone to live for, and 

eternal life is offered. No organisation can take the place of the church. No organisation can offer a person 

eternal life, an experience with their Creator, forgiveness of their sins and an ethic that comes directly from God 

by which they can order their lives. 

Jean Vanier who founded a community for people with mental handicap writes in the mission statement of the 

group.-
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We are all people journeying together in a Christian community with a shared story, with different gifts and 

limitations gathered together in a spirit of welcome, encounter prayer and love.  

He says one of the great myths of our civilisation is that of the specialist. We turn everything over to the 

specialist In that way we quieten our consciences and don’t have to do anything. 

The people Christ sent out were no specialists, at least not in the modern sense of the word. They had no great 

training no great education yet they became Christ’s co-workers in spreading the Kingdom of God.

We can all do a little.  We can’t be everywhere, but we can be somewhere. Things that we can do which if we 

didn’t would remain undone. Places that only we can go, doors that will only open to us. The church is not only 

about meeting my needs but also about rearranging my needs, challenging my needs, giving me needs I would 

never have had, had I not come to church.

Why are we here today? Because we are the Church and because we care about the Church not as a place or a 

building but as a people ready to share with one another in  laughter , in fellowship and in enthusiasm, 

determined to make a difference in the world.

In a way, The Communion of Saints is the individual version of what we have just talked about - our corporate 

connection. The communion of saints takes that concept and brings it down to the individual level.

The word “saint” as it is used here does not mean the named saints like Andrew or David or Peter. Someone has 

defined a saint as a person who makes it easier for others to believe in God.   Saints are the ones who believe 

the good news of Jesus Christ and share it. 

When we say in the Creed that we believe in the communion of saints, we are affirming what we do at the Lord’s  

table, but we are also recognising that communion is bigger than sharing fellowship and bread and wine with 

one another and with God.  The concept of the communion of saints doesn’t mean that we can draw strength 

just from those who are living. But by remembering the stories and the faithfulness of others, around us and 

before us we can find the strength to be faithful ourselves. 

What a great thing it is to be a part of this fellowship. I not only belong to God, but I belong to all the people who 

belong to God - People who have lived before me and people who will live after me, people who live near me 

and people who live far from me. The church is to be the gathering place of God’s people - People that I will not 

only know in this life, but with whom I will share the Kingdom of God in eternity. Here in this fellowship of God’s 

people I find people who love me, even when they know my imperfections. Here are people who will pray for me 

and care for me, and help to meet my needs as they are aware of them.

I read an article some time ago entitled who needs the Church. In answer the author wrote I do. The world does. 

Most amazing of all, God does. I too need the Church. We don’t know what shape it may take in the years to 

come.  But I do believe in the Church and in the Holy Spirit and in the communion of saints.      Amen.
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